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LE VAN HOT 
Abstract: Generic Fr£chet-differentlability of mappings 
and convex functions defined on Banach and locally convex spa-
ces is investigated. In particular, the Fr£chet and Gateaux 
differentiability of Hammerstein operators is also considered. 
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Introduction. The first important contribution to diffe-
rentiability of convex functions has been given by Asplund £33. 
He has shown that each Banach space X, which admits an equiva-
lent norm such that the corresponding dual norm in X* is local-
ly uniformly rotund is a strong differentiability space* Furt-
her conditions have been obtained also for weak differentiabi-
lity spaces. The properties of the so called Asplund spaces 
have been intensively studied in £13 f 153, [8], fill , [12] f £17| t 
[211,C243. For the differentiability properties of Hammereteln 
and nonlinear operators, we refer the readers, for instance to 
tl53,ri9!,E25]. 
First section deals with the generic Frlehet-dlfferentia-
bllity of convex functions defined on a product epace X • 
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« JX-*\ , where (X^ : X e P ) is a family of Asplund spaces, 
and of finite convex weakly continuous functions defined on 
a locally convex space. Section 2 is devoted to generic Fr6-
chet-differentiability of the class of mappings acting from 
a Banach space into another Banach space. In the last secti-
on we discuss generic Gateaux and Fr^chet-differentiability 
of Hammerstein operators. 
1* Generic Freshet -different lability of convex functions 
gfifined on. Really .conYS* gpagfta 
Lemma 1. Let X be a topological space and T be a subset 
of X such that for each open nonempty subset G of X there ex-
ists a nonempty G^--subset TGST with the following property 
TG«»int T Q & G . Then there exists a dense G^-subset ACT. 
Proof: Put tit- {SSTj S is a G<-r-subset and SSint sj, 
10ti » t<£s 7L ; int Sxn int S2 = 6 for all S-^S.^ e <£ , S ^ S ^ . 
We write ^ 4 <Z2 iff <ĵ  £ <e^ Then
 tt ̂  " is a partial order 
on W . It is easy to see that there exists a maximal element 
X of M . Put A = lHS:S € X} . Since every such S is a 
G^r-subset, there exists a sequence of open subsets G§ n such 
that S a <?> Gs for each S e S6 . Without loss of generali-
ty we can suppose that G$ n£intS for n « 1,2,... . Put GR =-
« U-(GS R:S e XI* Then Gn is open for all n » 1,2,... . We 
claim that A = ^ Gn. It is clear that A & Q Gn. Now if x ̂  
£ A, then xf S for all S e X . If x,f int S for all S e. X , 
then of course x$G n for all n = 1,2,... . Therefore x ^ 
4 l^ On. If xeint S"0 for SQ e it , then x4.GS)11&int ¥ for 
all S * it , S4*SA, n » 1,2,... . However, x<£S0 « !1GS 
o 0,« 
thtr* •slats an integer nQ such that x£
Gs n # H e n c e 
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xáG^ = U « £ G c : S f t i č } . Thie provea that A » A G . It fol-o * o 
lows that A e 7í • To finish the proof of the lemma, we mwt 
prove that A = X. Suppose that our claim ls falše, then X \X 
is a nonempty open subset of X* By the assumption there exists 
a G^ -subset M £ T such that M eint M £ X \ A. Then M e 71 and 
int Mnint Š * 0 for all S e ̂  . This implies that <eu ÍUi e 
€ /JK which contradicts the assumption that % is a maxima 1 
element of 4fo • This completes the proof* 
Now let X be a topoiogical vector space, S be a family of 
bounded subsets of X, In this páper we always assume that S 
possesses the following properties: 
a) If A,$eS then there exists a CgS such that AUB^C. 
b) UUA:Á6S,J l£R + 1 * X, 
Definition 1 ([26]) . Let X, Y be topoiogical vector spa-
ces, f be a mapping from an open subset i l of X into Y. Ha say 
f i s S-differentiable at xQ e li i f there exista a linear con-
tinuous mapping TeL(X,Y) such that t ^ í f (xQ+th) - f<x0)> con-
verges uniformly to Tíh) on each subset AcS when t —* o, i.e» 
for each O-neighborhood V of X and keS there exis ts a ď> O 
such that t - 1 ( f ( x *th) - f(x )) - T(h)6V for a l l heA, t : 0 < o o * 
< | t l < c / \ 
If S is the family of a l l f in i t e subsets of X, then f i s 
said to be Gateaux-differentiable at x . 
o 
If S is the family of all bounded subsets of X, the f is 
said to be Fréchet-differentiable at xQ» 
Remark. If X ii a normed space then without loss of ge­
nerál ity we can supposa that every subset A from S is contain-
ed in the unit balí of X. 
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Def in i t ion 2,. Let X, Y be topological vector spaces, f 
be a continuous mapping from an open subset H of X into Y* 
f i s cal led generic S -d i f f erent iab le i f there e x i s t s a dense 
(J^-subset A of H such that f i s S-di f ferent iable at every 
point xe A. 
.Definition 3 . A Banach space X i s ca l l ed S-d l i fferentia-
b i l i t y space i f each continuous convex f i n i t e function de f in -
ed on an open convex subset of X i s S-d i f ferent iable on a den-
se Gj*-subset of i t s domain. 
Fr£chet- (Gateaux- reap.) d i f f e r e n t i a b i l i t y spaces are known 
as Asplund (weak Asplund reap . ) spaces. 
S tega l l 1273 has proved that a Banach space X i s Asplund 
i f and only i f i t s dual X* has the Hadon-Nikodym property. 
Then i t i s easy to see that a f i n i t e product of Asplund spa-
ces i s Asplund. 
Theorem 1. Let (X^ : % eV) be a family of Asplund spa-
ces . Then each continuous convex function f defined on an open 
convex subset H of X - * i ^ p x ^ i s generic #re' chet -d i f feren-
t i a b l e . 
Proof. Put P j U x ^ ) ) » max-$BxA8 : & e l | for a l l ( x ^ J c 
€ X and each f i n i t e subset I & F # Then -fPj^j i s a family of 
continuous seminorms on X which induces the l o c a l l y convex 
product topology of X. Let G be any open nonempty subset of 
SL f therefore G i s open in X, since It i s open. To prove 
Theorem 1, by Lemma 1, i t i s su f f i c i ent to prove that there 
e x i s t s a Off -subset M such that M^int MfiG and that f i s Fr£-
chet -d i f ferent iable at every point xeM. Take xQ<s G. Since f 
i s continuous at x 0 , there ex is t a c f > 0 and a f i n i t e subset 
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1 S T such that U » - t x € X : p j ( x - x ^ - c c f J s G and ) f (x) -
- f ( x 0 J I . 4 l for a l l x e U . We claim that l f ( x j ) - f ( x 2 ) l -4 
2 
~ HT PI^X1 "" x2^ t o r a11 x l » x 2 6 U » where <fj a o f -
- max-£pj(xj - x Q ) f Pj (* 2 - x 0 H . Put h « Xj - x 2 . We have 
that 
a) I f Pj(h) • Of then from the convexity of f we deduce 
that f ( x j ) - f ( x 2 ) « f ( x 2 • b) - f(x2).^B""
1 L f ( x ? + ah) -
- f ( x 2 ) 3 for a l l 8.2T1. Now pj(h) » 0 implies that x 2 • she U 
for a l l 8€ B. Hence f ( x , ) - f ( x 9 ) ^ l i m s"
1 [ f ( x 0 • sh) -
- f (x 9 )J -£ l im 2 s "
1 » 0 . Similarly f ( x 9 ) - f ( x , ) - £ 0 . Therefo-
re | f ( x 2 ) - f ( x j ) U 2-cTj"
1
 P j ( x 2 - Xj) . 
b) Suppose that Pj(h) * r;>0. ItT&cTj, then I f ^ ) • 
- f ( x j ) l ^ 2 ^ 2 c f j X - r * 2 - c f ^ 1 p I ( h ) . I f r ^ c T j , put hQ » 
* rfjr"lhj then X j t ^ e t J , i = l f 2 f and f ( x j ) - f ( * 2 ) ^ 
£ r c T j H f ^ • h0) - f ( x 2 ) 3 ^ 2 r < / j
1 - 2crj X - 2 < ^ J X P J ( X J - Xg). 
Similarly f ( x 2 ) - f (xj)-4 2 ^ j PJ(XJ - Xg). This proves our 
claim. 
Put Tj - ^ ^ Xx , « ( x A ) B j * m a x { l x a « s A 6 l } for a l l (**,>€ 
e Tj and each f i n i t e subset I £ r , Xj « «{(xA ) e X:x^ » 0 
for a l l A 4 I?* Let J j be an embedding mapping of Yj in to X 
defined by J j ( ( x ^ ) ) » ( y ^ ) f where y A * xA for a l l A c l ; 
y^ » 0 for X ^ I. Then J j i s an isomorphism of Yj onto Xj 
and B ( x 5 t ) B j a P J ( J J ( X A ) ) for a l l ( x ^ )e Yj . Let Pj be the 
canonical project ion of X onto Xj . Put Qj • J j «Pj:X—> Yj 
and f j » f « Jj:V » Qj(U) —> R. Then i t i s c lear that f j i s a 
continuous convex function on V and f ( x ) = f j (Qj(x)) = 
-» f ( P j ( x ) ) for a l l x e U because Pj(x - *j(*)) s 0 whenever 
X€U. Since X^ i s an Asplund space for a l l A e V f Yj i s 
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Asplund for each f i n i t e subset 1 S T . Therefore there e x i s t s 
a G<f -subset If of Y^ which i s dense in V such that f j i s Fr€-
chet -d i f feren t iab le at every point of If. Put N * Qj (M) * 
-* p j oJj(M)£U. One can verify that M i s a G^-subset of X 
and Nfi int N « Q j ^ i n t M) « U. Now we claim that f i s ire'chst-
d i f ferent iab le at every point x e N . Let x be any fixed point 
of N, D a bounded subset of X, e a given pos i t i ve number* 
Then Qj(x)c M and there e x i s t s a number K> 0 such that P j (h )^ 
^K for a l l h c D . Let T« Tj* be the fr^chet-derivat lve of f j 
at Qj(x). Then there e x i s t s a o r 0 > 0 f cTQ < d* - Pj(x) such 
that lf ICQ I(x) • k) - f ICQ I(x)) - T(k) I ̂ e • K"
1 H kllj for 
NkB I<cr'0 . Let Qj be the adjoint of Q r Put S » Qj(T)6 X*. 
Now take t € R such that O ^ l t I < cf Kf1. Then Pj(th) < of f x • 
• thetX and 
l f ( x • th) - f (x) - S ( t h ) | » l f I ( Q I ( x • th)) - f I (Q I (x ) ) -
- T(Q I(th)) U e - K
- " 1 l Q I ( t h ) » I m e -K"
1 p I (P J ( th) ) * 
m g . l f ^ p j U h ) -* e i t I for a l l h € D . This proves that f i s Pr*-
chet -d i f f eren t iab l e at xfcNf which f in i shes the proof of Theo-
rem 1# 
Theorem 2. Let X be a l o c a l l y convex space and f be a 
^(X f X*)-cont inuous convex function defined on a weakly open 
convex subset £L of Xf where 6(X,X*) denotes the weak topo-
logy on X# Then f i s generic Frexhet-d ifferentiable» 
£rj&£* Let 0 be an open nonempty subset of .ft f therefo-
re 0 i s open since -CL i s open, x Q €G. Since f i s e/(XfX*)-con-
tinuous at x , there ex i s t -CpXg ••* x * c X * and a <f** 0 such 
that U -*-ixeX: U x f , x^~ xQ> \<<f, i • l , 2 . . . n l f i i . t and 
i f (x) - f ( x o ) l - ^ l for a l l x e U . Put p(x) « max-Cl<x£fxM : i = 
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« l , 2 . . . n j , for a l l x € X . Then p i s a continuous seminorm on 
(X, €T(X,X*)) and U =-«fx£X:p(xQ - x)-*d"? . Using the same ar-
gument as in the proof of Theorem 1, one can verify that 
Iftx-J - f ( x 2 ) l ^ 2 c T 1 p ( x 1 - Xg) for a l l x l f x ? € U, where cf^ * 
=- <f - max •Cp(x1 - x Q ) , p(x2 - -*0>K Put V s ^ ker x*. Then V 
i s a closed f i n i t e codimensional subspace of X. There e x i s t s a 
continuous project ion Q:X —> V. Put M = ker Q, P = I - Q, then 
X » M 3) V and M i s a f i n i t e dimensional subspace of X. Let 
{x-^x.......x. i be a basis of M. Since G/1U i s a neighborhood o f 
x , there ex i s t a convex open neighborhood U-̂  of P(x ) in M and 
a convex open neighborhood 0-̂  of Q(xQ) in V such that
 Gx = U l * 
• 0 , £ GHU. Let J:Rk—> X be the mapping defined by J ( a l f a P . . . 
. . . a k ) = ^
 a±x± for a l l a = ( a l f . . . , a k ) e R . Then J i s a t o -
pological isomorphism of Rk onto M. Put S = J"1© P:X—^-Rk, 
g(a) - f ( J ( a ) + Q(xQ)) for a l l aeStG-J * J""
1(U1). I t i s easy 
to see that P(x) + Q(xQ)€ G^c. TJ whenever x e G | . Then g i s a con-
tinuous convex function defined on SiG^) and l f ( x ) - f (P (x ) + 
• Q(x Q ) )U2<f 1
1 p ( x - P(x) - Q(x0)) =- 2cT1
1p(Q(x) - Q(xQ)) = 0, 
where <?± = c f - max {p(x - x ) , p(P(x) + Q^x0^ " x ) } > 0 » Hence 
f (x ) « f (p (x ) • Q(xQ)) = g(S(x)) for a l l xeG-^ There e x i s t s a 
dense Gf -subset A in an open s e t J~ (V^) such that g i s Fr£-
che t -d i f f erent !ab l e at every point ae A. Similarly as in the 
proof of Theorem 1, we can prove that f i s Fr£chet -d i f f erent ia -
b le at every point x e J ( A ) + 0-̂  and f ' ( x ) =- S*(g ' (S(x) ) ) for 
a l l x e J(A) + 0 1 . I t i s clear that J(A) • 0, i s a G^-subse t of 
X and J(A) + 0^ int(J(A) + Oj) = Uĵ  + Ox -» G1# By Lemma 1, 
t h i s concludes the proof. 
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2. Generic differentiability orf mappings. In this section, 
X always denotes a Banach space, S denotes a family of subsets 
contained in the unit ball of the space X with the properties 
a) and b) introduced in Section 1. 
Definition 4. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, SL be an open 
subset of X, f be a mapping from SL to Y. We say that f is Lip-
schitzian at a point x e II if there exist a K > 0 and <f > 0 
such that ||f(x) - f(y)ll£K IIx - y If for all x,y e ft , llx -
- x II < d", H y - x J» < <T • 
O ' " o 
f i s sa id to be l o c a l l y L ipsch i t z i an i f f i s L ipsch i t z i an 
at every point x e SL * 
Def in i t ion I?. Let & > 0 be a fixed pos i t i ve number. We 
say t h a t f i s l o c a l l y (e,S)-approximated at x e SL i f for each 
AeS the re ex i s t T^eL(X,Y) and <f>- 0 such t h a t : 
(1) II f (x + th) - f (x) - T A t th) II * & l t | fo r a l l t : I t l ^ c f 
and h e A . Denote by S £ ( f ,x ,A) the se t of a l l TeL(X,Y) such 
t h a t ( l ) holds for some cf > 0* 
Lemma 2 . Let f be L ip sch i t z i an at x e SL . Then f i s S-
d i f f e r e n t i a b l e at x i f and only i f f i s (e,S)-approximated a t 
x for a l l 6* > 0 . 
Proof. 1) I f f i s S -d i f f e r en t i ab l e at x, then i t i s c lear 
th^ t f i s (e,S)-approximated for a l l £ > 0 . 
2) Now l e t f be (e,S)-approximated at x for a l l e >* 0# 
Put S & ( f , x ,A) (h ) =*-£T(h) :TeS e (f,x,A)3t for a l l h e A. I t i s 
easy to see t ha t diam S e (f ,x,A) ( h ) ^ 2 e- for a l l h e A and e > 
> 0 . Therefore the re e x i s t s T(h) -*- tQQ S & ( f , x , A)(h) « 
=rtlima t "
1 C f ( x + th ) - f (x)3 for a l l h e A, and II T(h) -
- T A(h)H £ 2Q for a l l T£ A e S e ( f , x , A ) and h e A. Hence, by 
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the proper ty b ) , JLisr t " t f ( x + th) - f (x)3 e x i s t s for each 
h e X . The a d d i t i v i t y of T follows from the proper ty a) of S and 
the boundedness of T follows from the assumption t h a t f i s L i p -
s c h i t z i a n a t x. This shows tha t TeL(X,Y) . Now l e t & > 0 be 
given and A be an a r b i t r a r y element of S. Take T^e S£/-»(f ,x,A). 
Then there e x i s t s a cf>~ 0 such tha t II f (x + th) - f (x) -
- T-J th ) ! !^ | I t I for a l l t : 11 i <* cf and h € A. Hence 
l l f(x • th) - f(x) - T ( t h ) l U | l f (x + th) - f (x) - T-^th)!! • 
+ | lT x ( t ) - T ( t h ) | | < e | t l for a l l t , 111-< cT and h e A. This 
proves t ha t f i s S -d i f f e r en t i ab l e at x , which concludes the 
proof of Lemma 2 . 
P ropos i t ion 1. Let X be the one of the fol lowing spaces : 
a Hi lbe r t space , C(S) where S i s a compact Hausdorff space , 
L ^ C i l j X , ^ ) , where (a i s a pos i t i ve ^ - f i n i t e measure defined 
on a 6^-algebra X of subse ts of a set IL , l ^ p *c co and l e t 
X* be the dual of X. Then X* possesses the following p roper ty : 
( * ) There e x i s t s a net of continuous l i n e a r p r o j e c t i o n s 
^p_? I °** X * o n * ° f i n i t e dimensional subspaces of X* such t h a t : 
1) ttP^^ K for some K > 0 and a l l l e i , 
2)/ i x * - P^x*! converges weakly-s tar to 0 uniformly on 
{ x * e X*: l x * l * l l . 
Proof, l ) Let X be a Hi lber t space and ( e ^ ]xeP De a n o r ~ 
thonormal bas is of X. Let I be the family of a l l f i n i t e subse t s 
i of V .We wr i te i-j£ i 2 i f f ijfe i 2 for i p ^ e l . Let ?± be 
the orthogonal p ro j ec t ion of X* » X onto sp -t e^ : A e i l for 
a l l l e i , where s p - f e ^ : tk e ±\ denotes the l i n e a r h u l l of 
-te^ : %€ i J . Then i t i s c l ea r tha t " tP i i j possesses the proper -
t i e s 1) and 2) with K = 1. 
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2) Let S be a compact Hausdorff topological space. We know 
that the dual space C*(S) of C(s) is the space of all Radon me-
asures on S, and denoted by Jl(S). Denote by AJL% the atomic* me-
asure defined by fCx(A) = I if xe A, f->x(A) = O if x^A for all 
Borel subsets A of S and xe S. I denotes the family of all col-
lections (x1,...fxn;S1,...fSn) where Sp«..,S is a disjoint 
partition of S into Borel subsets and Xj.eS, for k » l,.,.,n. 
Let ix » (xk,...,xn;Slf...,Sn)« I; ig = (ylf...fym;Tlf.. ..T^)* I. 
We write i-,-6 i2 iff for each :j:l^j^m there exists a k(j): 14 
^ k ( : j ) - ^ n such that T^CS^t-j) and xk a y, whenever xkeT.. Put 
Q± = sp i(±x f*t(^ x \ and V±{p) s- 2% <"-(Sk) ̂ x for all i = 
=- (x1,...,xn;S1,...,Sn)€ I. Now we prove that {P.J j possesses 
the properties 1) and 2) with K « 1. Let peJUs), then 
AW 
II P^ft)II = sup ^ I P ^ ^ X A j ) ! =- sup Z. ij&0t
l{S)L)(4'x ( V ' ^ 
~ j^<? ' ("'(Sjj.) I - "(k* , for a l l 1 6 1 , where the supremum is 
taken over the set of a l l f in i te collections ikA of pairwise 
disjo int Borel subsets of S. Now le t f be an arbitrary fixed 
continuous function defined on S, then f is uniformly continu-
ous on S. I t i s easy to see that given £ > 0 there exists a 
f in i te par t i t ion oC =r(S1,.«. , S ) of S into Borel subsets such 
that lf(x) - f ( y ) l < & whenever x , y e S k for some k = l , . . . , n . 
Let xk be an arbi trary fixed point of Sk for k =- l f . . . , n . Put 
i =- ( x l f . . . f x n ; S l f . . . >
s
n^
€ !• Now we claim that 
Up - P i ( ( a ) ) ( f ) ( «lj£f<x) d ^ ( x ) - £ f ( x ) d {V±{p)ix))Ue, 
for a l l (tx€il(S)f t lcjtll^l, i e l , i ^ i 0 and this completes the 
proof for X = C(S). Suppose i = ( y l f . . . >ym;
Ti»## ' ,Tm* e I» i 2 i o » 
then i t i s clear that I f(x) - f(y J I ^ £ for a l l x c T j , j » 
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= 1 , • . . ,m, and 
IJ^f(x) d ^ ( x ) -J^f(x) dP i((^)(x)I = l ^ r ^ ;
 f ( x ) d ^ < x ) -
- X f<*> (*<T,> d<i -w(x) | » I 2 ^ £ . ( f ( x ) - f ( y j ) ) d < M x ) U 
* ^r^ . , f ( x ) - f (yj ) l d V l (x) - e l l < a / M " * * 
3) Let X = L p , l£p < co , then X* = L q , where p " 1 • q"1= 
= 1. Let I be the family of a l l f i n i t e p a r t i t i o n s i = ( E l f . . . 
. . . , E n ) of XL such tha t Ek e X , ^ ( E k ) > 0 for a l l k = l , . . . , n . 
We wr i te i - ^ ±2 i f f f j 5 l k whenever F jAE k 4-# , for j = l , . . . , m ; 
k a l , . . . , n ; ±x = (E-_,.. . , E n ) € l , i 2 = ( % » . . . , ^ m
) « I - Put ( t a -
king ^ ^ = 0 for a l l x ell) (P.-gMx) = 
»2^CjQ (^(\)"
1 g(t) d <a,(t)3 7LB(x). 
We shall prove that (Pj^x possesses the properties 1) and 2) 
with K = 1. 
I f q = co , then i t i s c lear tha t \\T± g ^ - i l g U for a l l g€ L
q . 
Now l e t K q < 00 , g § L q , i = ( E - p . . . ,En) e I : 
ft ?±g\\
q » 4 l ^ 7 ( / g ^ V " 1 g(t) d £*,(t)> %k<x)l
q d ^(x) = 
-4 2 ? 1 4^ ( E* r l g(t) d ( " ( t ) , q * E ( x ) d ( * ( x ) * 
= ^ ^ ( E ^ 1 ^ ! ^ g(t) d <u,(t)lq^ ^r<^ ( E k ) X ^ q • 
AfBjkd ^ ( t ) )
q p . / % i g ( t ) t
q
 d ( a ( t ) = 4 l g ( t > t
q d <*(t> » 
- l l g l l q . 
This proves that If Pi 11=^1 for all i£l. 
Now we suppose that f be a fixed function from Lp. We shall 
prove that for each & > 0 there exists an i € I such that 
I 4 f * g <*<"- "" 4 f* ( p i^) d ( u ' 1* s f o r a 1 1 *€ J» 1 ^ i o a n d g c 
c L ^ l g H ^ l . 
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Let & >* 0 be given. Then there e x i s t s a simple measurab-
l e function r » Tf? c. . \ -, such that II f - f II & 2" 1 . e- * 
Without loss of general i ty we can suppose that L/E. =- i l • 
Put i o = ( E l f . . . , B n ) e I . Let g € L
q flgfl^l and i € l , i = 
-s ( F - p . . . ,Fffi)> i . Then for each k = l , . . . , n there e x i s t s an 
o^k&«ll,. . . ,m"; such that \ = U < , F j : j € « ^ k } . Whence r =-
» t ^ f ( x ) . g ( x ) d<c*(x) - ^ L f ( x ) . ( P i g ) ( x ) d < u , ( x ) | = 
» 1 4 . ( f " " f 0
) ( x ) g ( x ) d Cc*'(x) +|t?>J - " ^ ^F- c k « ( x ) d (***> ~ 
m, 
- *£. A J t
( ̂  <"(V «(t)d ^ ( t ) M V ( x ) d <*(x))'--
< llf-f0li • H gH + ) J , ^ J ^ ( /FiC*(-'j)"
p""« «.t)U <e«t)). 
•( j ^ , ( « . ( F j ) -
q " I ( c k - f ( x ) ) l d <«.(x)). 
I f q = flo then i t i s clear that r £ 2 ttf-f0ll • fl g | | . 
Suppose that l < q *f oo . Then 
«/ - 1 - 1 
r ^ l l f - f 0 l l l l g l l * ( 4 ^ ^ ( / f r . p ( F 1 ) ~
p i g ( t ) U <*(«)«)<» . 
. ( ^ ^ ^ ( J ^ < * ( * ) - q ~ l c k - f ( x ) l d ( « . ( x ) )
p ) P " £ 
* l l f - f 0 l l l l g l i * ( ^ ^ ( / F . <*<*.,)
 X d(a(x))
pq . 
• ( £ j ck-f(x)l
p d <a,(x)))p~\ ( ^ ^ ( ^ . ^ ( F j ) " " 1 d<a(x))qp~\ 
- l * 
. < J F J g ( t ) l
q ) ) q " =2Hg« UfwfQ«. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1. 
Remark 2. Let X be a Banach space. If its dual X* has a net 
(">i^I w**n *ne properties l) and 2), then we say that X* posses-
ses the property ( *0 with respect to (P.|)T* 
We shall use the following notations. 
Let X, Y be Banach spaces, XL be an open subset of X, f be a map-
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ping of i l in to Y, x e It , r > 0 , 
A r ( f ,x ) -s-Ciihir
1 A h f ( y ) : | |y-xl l £ r , 0 * il h II 4* r J 
where A n f ( y ) = f(y+h) - f ( y ) , 
B r ( f , x ) = { f ( x 1 ) • f (x 2 ) - 2f ( - ^ r ^ ) : x i £ X f H x ^ - x / l ^ r , 
i = 1,2} . 
For AS Y, X^A) denotes the measure of noncompactness of A de -
fined by T^A) =- i n f f t > 0 : there e x i s t s a f i n i t e subset C£A 
such tha t A £ C + tB-J where B-̂  = -£y e Y: f| y II ̂  i f . We use the 
symbol A* defined by A* = -£y*€ Y*:<y*,y> > 0 for a l l y ^ A } . 
Theorem j . Let X be an S - d i f f e r e n t i a b i l i t y Banach space 
and Y be a Banach space, whose dual Y* possesses the proper ty 
(&) with respec t t o ^SO-j-Tf -0- De an open subset of X. Let f 
be a mapping from i l to Y such t h a t : 
1) lim U ( f , x ) ) = 0 for a l l x e It , 
fv-j^ o r 
2) for each open nonempty subset Gail and each iel the-
re exist an xeG and an r>0 such that sp B*(f,x)a P^Y*). Then 
f is generic S-differentiable. 
Proof. We denote the canonical embedding mapping of Y in-
to its bidual Y** by -ae . Let K be a positive number such that 
II P^-^K for all iel and & be an arbitrary given positive 
number. Put T^ = -(x € St : f is (g,?)-approximated at xj. We 
shall prove that T^ contains a dense G^-subset in JX for all 
€, >* 0. By Lemma 1, it suffices to prove that for each open non-
empty subset G £ il there exists a G^-subset NgT... such that 
ffcint W£G. Take an xQ6 G. Since lim T(Ar(f,xQ)) = 0 there 
exists an r>0 such that xeG for all xeX, |1 x-x II < r and 
^(Ar(f,xo))<n4(K+l)3"*
1€- . Therefore there exist y^-*..^^ 
e Y such that Ap(f ,x)^ <ylf... ,yk} + £4(K + 1 )J ~
1 g> Bx, where 
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Bx - { y 6 l : lly li =. l j . Put K-_ = max 411 y x H , . . . , I lyk l l i • e * 
Then II y II £ K-̂  for a l l y € A r ( f , x 0 ) and hence f i s Lips ch i t z i -
an at x . Since Y possesses the proper ty (;*.) with r e spec t to 
(P,)-- , there e x i s t s an i 0 e I such t ha t <y* - P^y , y ^ 4 i & 
for a l l y*e Y* , ft y*ll <£ 1; j = l , . . . , k ; i e l , i > i Q . One can 
ve r i fy t ha t <y* - ?}?*,?>£ 2~X. e> for a l l y* € Y* 
i t y * l l - £ l ; y € A r ( f , x 0 ) , i e l , i £ i & . On the other hand, by 2 , 
there e x i s t an x-^eix: i lx -x 0 l l< r } and r ^ r O - ^ r - ^ r - II x^-x t 
such t ha t Qt = ¥± ( Y * ) £ s p B* ( f , : c 1 ) . Let i e ^ , . . . , e * } be a 
o o 1 
basis of the subspace Q.. » II e t H = 1 for j = l , . . . , n . Put 
^ o J 
l l y * ! ^ « 2 ^ 1 a j | for y * = ^ J 1 * j ^ « Q i • Then tt • * x i s a 
norm on Q* and i t i s equivalent with the norm 11 » II r e s t r i c t e d 
o 
to Q^ . Therefore the re ex i s t K ^ j K ^ O such tha t K ^ l l y ^ l 4. 
o 
^ U y ^ M i ~ K 3 I'y** f o r a 1 1 y * « Q i . Take z j s s p B* (f,X]L) such 
t h a t lle*j - «JH-i U K - ^ K j " 1 ^ , for j = l , . . . , n . Since Zj 6 
6 sp B* (ffX^) t he r e ex i s t u* p . . . , ^ fc e B* (ffXj) and i - } . ^ . - . -
1 » j ,1 
t 4 , 6 R such tha t z\ »_£,-* t.« QU^ for j = l , . . . , n . I t i s 
J f - H J > » 1 J f a J f S 
V«i • V 
easy to see tha t (u1[ a ? ) ^ ) • (uj 8 f X v 2 ) - 2(u? 9 f ) ( -
X - —^) -
V-i HK V 
= <u*j gff^v-^) «• f ( v 2 ) - 2f ( '2
 2^ - ° f o r a 1 1 3 = I f - f k j J 
j = l , . . . , n ; v k £ X, llvfc-x^lt .4 p n k s 1,2. Hence Uj fl « f i s a 
continuous midconvex ( the re fo re convex) funct ion on the open 
convex subset U = - tx : H x-x^l < r 1 J S G , for j = l , . . . , n ; a = 1,.«* 
. . . , k j . Since X i s an S - d i f f e r e n t l a b i l i t y space , the re e x i s t s a 
dense G^ - subse t Hj & of U such tha t u^ 8 o f i s S - d i f f e r e n t ! a b -
l e at every point xcH. . for a l l j = l , . . . , n ; s = l , . . . , k . t * 
Put N a . r V ^ ? H , fl£G. Then N i s a Qj'-subset which i s dense 
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in U. I t i s c lear tha t z^f « A-f-^
 t j , e u j s " f i s ^ - d i f f e r e n t ! a b -
l e a t every point x € N for j = l , » . - , n . Now we prove t h a t ae • f 
i s (&,S)-approximated at every point x e N . Let WJ be a l i n e a r 
funct ional on Q i defined by w» (y*) ~ t., for y * = X t ^ e Q ^ , 
j = l , . . . , n . Then of course we have lw, (y*) I -£ -£- I w,(y*)j = 
= fly* II ,£K-» |(y*|| for a l l y*fe Q± , j = l , . . . , n . One can see 
X J J - 0 
t ha t 
II P i o y * - •£* w ^ P ^ y * ) *j i - K WjCP^y*) (e* - z* ) It A 
^(4KK1K3)""
1 e K3 » P i y*H ^ 4 % ~
1 - & l l y * l l . 
Let x be an a r b i t r a r y fixed point of N. Denote the S -d i f f e ren -
t i a l of the funct ion z* ° f a t x by d (z jo f ) (x ) for j = l , . . . , n . 
Let K4 = max { \ d (z lof ) (x)ll ; j = l , . . . , n } . Then the func t iona l 
B(h,y*) on XxY defined by 
B(h,y*) = 21? w j ( P i y*) . d ( z ^ . f ) ( x ) ( h ) for a l l h e X , y * € **, 
i s b i l i n e a r . Furthermore, |B(h,y*)l rf 2 * * j ( p i y*H 4 d ( z * . f ) (x)|l-
. 1) h |I^ZK4 l lhl l l w J ( P i y
A) UKKaK4 j|hH || y*(| .° 
This shows tha t B(h,y*) i s continuous and for eqch fixed h e X, 
B ( h , . ) € Y**. Let V be a mapping of X in to Y*5* defined by V(h) = 
= B ( h , . ) , then V i s a l i n e a r continuous mapping and llV.l£KK3K4. 
Let A be an a r b i t r a r y fixed subset from S. Then there e x i s t s a 
cT-0 -< <?< r-j such tha t 
K Z J f ) (x + th) - (z*j f ) (x ) - d(z* f ) ( x ) ( t h ) l ^ ( 4 K K 3 ) "
1 B I t l 
for a l l t such tha t 111 £ <f and h e A. Take an a r b i t r a r y f ixed 
number t Q : 0 < : l t r t l 4 <f , h f t€ A and y* € Y* , Hy*ll £ 1; then 
oC ( t 0 , h 0 , y * ) - K t J
1 CaeofCx + t ( ) h 0 ) - « . f (x Q ) J -
- V ( h 0 ) , y * > l ' « l t :
X y * . A t h fix) - B(h ,y*)UI <y*
t-Piy*, 
° O O o 
11 toh0II
 _ 1 A t h f(x)> 1 II h0ll + l < P i y* - S WJÍPÍ y*)z*j, 
0 
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C A t o h o f ( x ) > ! H Z wj(P±oy*> i C t ^ o f i x • t0ho) -
- ztj o f(x)3 - d(z*of)(x)(h0)} 1 • 
Since )!x-xoii £ 11 x - x ^ l + II *i~x0 R* r1 + llx-^-xJl < r and 
l i t h II = I t I Rh l l£ I t \ £ <?< r , < r , i t follows tha t 0 0 o o o -* 
K ^ - P t r " , I t ^ l " 1 A t h f ( x ) > U h 0 i U e -
1 - e-
o 0 0 
and \<V± y * - Z W j ^ y * ) ^ , t ;
1 A t 0 h Q £ ( x ) > U . l P j y * " 
- z w^Pi y*)^ n • R h0 IMI a t ^ a "
1 ^ t0h0f(x)» ± u ^ r
1 . 
. ^ I l y ^ l l ^ ^ ^ 1 * ^ , 
I I ^ w ^ P . y*)4t;ka?jf(x * t0ho) - ^fCxJJ- d ( z ^ f ) (x) (h)}l -* 
£ U r a ^ r 1 e ^ 7 l w j ( p i y * " ^ * " 1 * 5 " 
This means t h a t cC( t 0 , h o , y* ) £. e . Since t 0 , h o , y * are taken 
a r b i t r a r i l y , e c ( t ,h,y*) £ & for a l l t :0< \ t \ ^ cT , h € A , / e X * , 
11 y * 11.6 1. Hence 
II t " 1 a e o f ( x + th) - a e o f ( x ) - v (h) l - sup ocft.h,y*) & e 
for a l l t : 0 < l t l < c T , h e A. This shows tha t a e o f i s ( £ , S ) - a p -
proximated at x . Therefore for each & y 0 there e x i s t s a dense 
G^-subset Mg of XL such tha t 9£o f i s (8 , S)-approximated at e -
co 
very point xeM*,. Put T =- <^ M, / . Then T i s a dense G^-subset 
±/ n 
of JQl and ae o f is (e,S)-approximated at every point x ^ T for all 
& ^ 0. By Lemma 2, seo f is S-differentiable at every point xeT* 
Therefore f is S-differentiable at every point x e T , as ae(Y) is 
a closed subspace of X**and ae is an isometric isomorphism of X 
onto *e(Y). This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Remark,3. From the proof of Theorem 3, it follows that 
the condition l) in Theorem 3 can be replaced by the following 
one: 
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1 ) f i s l o c a l l y L ipsch i t z i an and for each x e Sk and 
<& >• 0 there e x i s t an r > 0 and i Q e I such tha t 
K y * - V±7
¥,y>\£ & for a l l y e A r ( f , x ) , y * e Y*: H y * l U l 
and i e I , i > i Q . 
Corol lary 1. Let X be an Asplund space and Y, SL , f be 
as in Theorem 3 . Then f i s gener ic .F r^che t -d i f f e ren t i ab le . 
Recall t ha t under a convex cone in a l i n e a r space X we 
understand every convex subset C of X such that C + C £.C, 
O-CSC for a l l .^ £ 0. Now l e t X be a Banach space . We s h a l l 
say t ha t a subset A£-X has the proper ty ( * * ) i f there e x i s t s 
a (h^ 0 such tha t sup«U < x * , x > l :x*e A§, |l x *|{ 6 \\ > ft I xil 
for a l l x e X . I t i s easy to see tha t i f C* denotes the closed 
convex cone in X generated by A then A has the proper ty ( * * ) 
i f and only i f CA has , because c ! = A*. 
Lemma g. Let X, Y be Banach spaces , i l be an open subset 
of X, f be a continuous mapping from i l to Y such tha t for each 
x e i l t he r e e x i s t s an r > 0 such t i n t B r ( f , x ) has the proper ty 
( * * ) . Then f i s l o c a l l y L ipsch i t z i an on H , 
Proof. Let x be a f ixed point of i l . B y the assumption 
there e x i s t an r > 0 and a # > 0 such t h i t sup i\ 4y*ty)> I : y * e 
6 B * ( f , x ) , jjy*|[ £ 1} > filiyii for a l l y e Y; note t ha t ft^i. 
Let C be the closed convex cone i n Y generated by B r ( f , x ) . We 
claim tha t ( l - t ) f ( x 1 ) +- t f ( x 2 ) - f ( ( l - t ) x 1 • t x 2 ) e C whenever 
x. € X, II Xj,-x II < r , 0 £ - t ~ l . Suppose tha t t h i s claim i s f a l s e . 
Then there ex i s t x^e X, II x*-x Jl < r , i = 1,2, x - ^ 3 ^ a n c i ^0
e 
e (0 ,1) such tha t yQ = ( l - t 0 ) f ( x 1 ) + t Q f ( x 2 ) - f ( ( l - t 0 ) x 1 + 
+ t Xp)<|C. Then by the sepa ra t ion theorem, there e x i s t s a 
y^fcY^such tha t < y£,y0> * 0 £< y ^ y > for a l l y e C. Hence 
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y£e c*. Put g ( t ) * < f(x]L • t ( x ? - x x ) ) - f ( x 1 ) -
- tCf(xp) - f (x , )J $y^ • Then g i s a continuous function on 
Co,13 and g(O) a g ( l ) = 0. Let t^ be a point from (0,1) such 
that g ( t x ) a max-tg(t ) , 0 . a t - a l ! . Put <f = m i n - t l - t 1 , t 1 } > 0 . 
One can veri fy that g(t1«t-cT) • gft-^-cO - 2g(t-^) =-
* < f ( x x + ( t x + c f ) ( x 2 - x 1 ) ) • f ( x x + ( t j L - i f ) ( x 2 - xx)) -
- 2f (x 1 + t 1 ( x 2 - x 1 ) ) , y 0
< > -*0 . Put u « xx • ( ^ - ^ M x ^ x - ^ ) , 
v a x^ + (t1+cf
i)(x2-x-L), w a x-, •t^Xg-oc^). Then w =- 2 Cu+v) 
and < f ( u ) + f(v) - 2 f ( w ) , y £ > < 0 # This contrad icts the fact 
y * 6 C * and f (u)+f(v) - 2f(w)£ c. This proves our claim* Since 
f i s continuous at x, there e x i s t s a <f > 0, cT̂ -r r such that 
l l f (u ) - f ( x ) « < -T 1 for a l l u e X , l lu-x| l<cr<. Put s =- 2~1cT' 
and l e t v,w€ X, II v-x R < s , llw-x II < s . I f llv~w It .> s then 
II f ( u ) - f ( v ) II 4 2~1_a (s (3)""1 H v-w II # Now suppose that 0 < J v-wlk 
< s . Put h = w-v, hQ a s l lhir h* One can conclude that 
Cl-s"1!! hll ) f (v )+s" 1 dhl l f(v+h0) - f ( w ) 6 C . Therefore 
f (v) - f(w) - a"111 h|l t f (v)-f(v^h 0>3 6 C . Similarly 
f(w) - f (v) - s" 1 Hhl lCf (w) - f (w-h 0 ) j€ C. 
Hence | < f ( v ) - f (w) ,y*> U s" 1 11 h II I1< f (v)-f(v+hQ) ,y*>l + 
• K f ( w ) - f ( w - h 0 ) , y * > | 3 for a l l y*€ C \ Therefore 
pll f (v) - f (w)» £ 9up - { l< f (v ) - f (w) ,y*> l : y * € C # , Ity* II 4* \\ & 
± s"1!. h l l ( Hf(v)-f(v+h0) l l • l i f ( w ) - f ( w - h 0 ) l l ) .^s""
1 | lh l l . 
Whence II f (v ) - f (w) II * (s 0 ) " 1 H v-w 11 for a l l v ,w£X f ftv-xl|< a, 
Hw-x| l< s . This proves that f i s l o c a l l y Lipschitz ian and the 
proof of Lemma 3 ia complete* 
Corollary 2 . Let X be an S-d i f f erent iab l e Banach space, 
Y, Z Banach spaces , £l an open subset of X, f a mapping from 
Si to Y and K a l inear compact mapping from Y to Z» Suppose 
that f i s continuous and for each open nonempty subset 6 5 A 
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there e x i s t an x e G and an r > 0 such that B r ( f , x ) , B r(Ko f ,x ) 
have the proper ty ( * * ) . Then g = Ko f i s gener ic S-d i f fe ren-
t i a b l e . 
Proof. Let G be any open nonempty subset of JX . B y the 
assumption there e x i s t an x e G and an r > 0 such tha t B r ( f , x ) , 
B r ( K o f , x 0 > = K(B r ( f , x 0 ) ) have the property ( * * ) . Put U * 
««f x€ X: II x-x I <-<- r i . To prove Corol lary 2, i t su f f i ces to p ro -
ve that g i s gener ic S -d i f f e ren t i ab l e on U. Put W =* tz% Z'f 
: | z * l U l 5 f . (K(B r ( f ,x Q ) ) )
# « { z * 6 B ; ( K o f , x 0 ) , || z*|l A l j # 
Then W endowed with the weakly-s tar topology e ^ Z ' ^ Z ) , r e s t r i c -
ted t o W i s a compact Hausdorff topologica l space . Let C(w) de-
note the Banach space of a l l r ea l continuous funct ions defined 
on a compact space W and ae the embedding mapping from Z to C(W) 
defined by »?(z)(z*) = <z ,z*> for a l l z € Z , z*€W. We claim 
t h a t ae i s a topo log ica l isomorphism from Z onto a closed sub-
space of C(W) and ae(z) (z**)£ 0 for a l l ze K ( B r ( f , x Q ) ) , z* e W. 
I t i s c lear tha t «e i s a l i n e a r mapping from Z i n t o C(W). Since 
B r ( K o f , x 0 ) possesses the proper ty (.***) the re e x i s t s a ft ^ 0 
such tha t (£ II z 114 sup <l < z * , z > l :z*€ W $ = f | ae (z ) l l ^ II z II * 
This prove9 t ha t ae i s a topologica l isomorphism of Z onto 
9€(Z) and s ince Z i s complete, ae(Z) i s a closed subspace of 
C(w). Furthermore, i f z g B r ( g , x ) then a e ( z ) 2 0 , s ince W £ 
~ B * ( g , x ) . Thus our claim i s proved. One can see tha t the map-
ping h = -ae* g | u ; U —^ C(W) i s S -d i f f e r en t i ab l e at x i f and on-
ly i f g i s S - d i f f e r e n t i a b l e at x . We know tha t (Propos i t ion l ) 
C(w) i s a Banach space whose dual C*(w) possesses the proper ty 
( * ) . To f i n i s h the proof, i t su f f i ce s to prove tha t h s a t i s -
f i e s the condi t ions 1) and 2) i n Theorem 3. Let u be an a r b i t -
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r a r y fixed point of U. Take an s > 0 such tha t ixe X: )| x-u II< s j £ 
£ U. Put Ux s - fxe X: ft x l < 2 "
1 s j and 
A f ( x k) = I It k i r 1 ( f (x+k) - f (x ) ) for x e i u + U ^ k f i U ^ k + O , 
* 0 for x e u+U-ĵ , k = 0. 
By the assumption and Lemma 3, f i s l o c a l l y L ipsch i t z i an on U, 
there ex i s t cf :0 •< cf-^ s and M>0 such tha t 
i f (v ) - f (w)» ± M llv-wll for v ,w6X, i| v-u It <: cf , |(w-u II «-" cf'. 
Put r x » 2 ~ V , U2 s -{xeX: |l x II-*- t ^ J . Then It A f (x ,k) | l £ M 
for a l l ( x , k ) e (u+UpJxUp. From the compactness of the l i n e a r 
mapping d&o K, i t follows t ha t Ar (h ,u) = «# © K c ts f ((u+U2)x 
XU«) i s a precomp ct subset of C(W). This means tha t 
lim _ x ( A ^ ( h , u ) ) = 0, and the condi t ion 1) in Theorem 3 i s s a -
lt ->0 r 
t i a f i e d . On the other hand, we have B* ( g , u ) 2 B* (g ,x ) as 
r l r o 
B r ( g , u ) £ B r ( g , x o ) . Hence C*(w) = sp4<^£ C*(w):<^ > 0 1 5= 
5 sp B* ( h , u ) . This proves that the condi t ion 2) i n Theorem 3 
r l 
i s s a t i s f i e d , t o o , and the proof of Corol lary 2 i s complete. 
Now we give some app l i ca t i ons of Theorem 3 to the problem 
of gener i c d i f f e r e n t i a b i l i t y of convex mappings. All not ions 
concerning Banach l a t t i c e s used here are s tandard , we r e f e r the 
r eade r s for ins tance to £233* 
Def in i t ion 6. Let X be a Banach space, Y a Banach l a t t i c e , 
SI an open convex subset of X. A mapping f from i l to Y i s 
sa id to be convex i f f ( ( l - t ) u • t v ) £ ( l - t ) f ( u ) > t f (v ) for a l l 
u,v c i l , t e C 0 , 1 3 . 
Corol lary 3* Let X be an S - d i f f e r e n t i a b i l i t y Banach spa-
ce , Y, Z Banach l a t t i c e s , XL an open convex subset of X, f a 
continuous convex mapping from H to Y, K a l i n e a r pos i t i ve 
compact mapping of Y in to Z. Then g = Ko f: i l —> Z i s gener ic 
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S - d i f f e r e n t i a b l e . 
Proof. I t follows immediately from Corol lary 2 , i f we no-
te tha t the p o s i t i v e cone in a Banach l a t t i c e always has the 
proper ty (*?£) . In f a c t , l e t Y be a Banach l a t t i c e and C+ the 
pos i t i ve cone in Y. Then Y* i s a lso a Banach l a t t i c e and C* 
i s the pos i t i ve cone in Y* . I f (y*) , (y*)"" denote the p o s i -
t i v e and negat ive pa r t s of y* r e s p e c t i v e l y , then <y* ,y > = 
= <(y*)* ,y> - <(y*)~ ,y> for a l l y*e Y , y € Y . Therefore 
a u p f l < y * y > l :y*c ( £ , l l y * ! U l\Z 2~l sup i\<y*,y> I : II yH £ 
4=\\ ~ 2~ II y II . This completes the proof of Corol lary 3» 
Def in i t ion 7. Let X, Y be Banach spaces , XL an open sub-
se t of X. A mapping f from i l to I i s sa id to be l o c a l l y com-
pact i f for each u e i l there e x i s t s an r > 0 such tha t the s e t 
- t f (x ) : li x-ull-* r } i s r e l a t i v e compact. 
Corol lary 4 . Let X be an S - d i f f e r e n t i a b i l i t y Banach apace , 
Y a Banach l a t t i c e whose dual Y* has the proper ty ( * ) with r e s -
pect to a net ^P-J^T of band p r o j e c t i o n s . Then each continuous 
convex l o c a l l y compact mapping f from an open convex subset JX 
of X in to Y i s gener i c S - d i f f e r e n t i a b l e . 
Proof. I t i s c lear tha t to prove Corollary 4 , i t s u f f i -
ces to prove tha t f s a t i s f i e s the condi t ion 1 ) in Remark 3* 
By Lemma 3 f i s l o c a l l y L i p s c h i t z i a n . Let x be any point of 
SL . Since f i s l o c a l l y compact, there e x i s t s a cF>- 0 such 
t ha t £ maps *[x€ X: II x-x !l <: cf} i n to a r e l a t i v e compact subset 
of Y. Put r =» 2 ~ V . Then Dr = 411 hi r
X ( f (x+h) - f ( x ) ) : 
: H x - x 0 l l < r , HhX « r f S r ^ W f i x ) : It x - x Q l U 2rJ - -ff(x): 
: l.x-x ||<i r} ) i s r e l a t i v e compact. Now l e t & be any given 
pos i t i ve number. Then there e x i s t s a f i n i t e subset •Cyi>. . . ,y nJ 
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such that D r £ { y l f . . . , y n | • 4 "
1 e . B 1 (B± = iyi I y || Z l l ) . By 
the assumption there e x i s t s an 1 € I such tha t \<y* - Piy*,y4>l~ 
- M " 1 - e for a l l y*€ Y , |{y*|l & 1, j = l , . . . , n , i € I , i £ i 0 . 
I t i 3 easy to ve r i fy tha t \<y* - PiV*>y > l ^ 2 6- for a l l y e 
€ D r , y * 6 Y * , IIy* 11^1 and i e l , i ^ i Q . Let . / e Ap<f , x 0 ) , y # 0 . 
Then there e x i s t s an x € X, l | x - x 0 i ! ^ r , h £ X , O ^ i h H ^ r such 
t ha t y = | | h|r1<f<x+h) - f ( x ) ) . Put k = K h l f^ rh . From the conve-
x i t y of f i t follows tha t yx = r "
X ( f ( x ) - f ( x - k ) ) ^ y ^ 
^r"" 1 ( f (x+k) - f ( x ) ) = y 2 , J19y2eVr. Hence: - 2 "
1 - s ,4 < ( y * ) * -
- P i < y ^
4 " , y 1 > ^ < C y ^ )
+ - Pi<y*) + , y > - * « y * ) + - P ^ y * ) * , ^ ^ 
A 2 - 1 . £, ; - 2 " 1 . e ^ < ( y * ) " - P ^ y * ) " , ^ > * <Cy * ) " -
- P i <y
i c )"* ,y>^ <<y*)~ - P i<y*
c)"",y2> ^ 2 "
1 . £ for a l l y * c Y*, 
II y ^ l U l , U I , i > i 0 . Therefore \<y* - Piy*,y>f = K C y * )
+ -
- P iCy*)"
,*,y>-<Cy*r - P i<y*)" fy> I ̂  & for y*c Y* || y*IU 1, 
i e l , i > i . This proves t ha t f s a t i s f i e s the condi t ion l ' ) in 
Remark 3 and the proof of Corol lary 4 i s complete. 
Using Theorem 2 and s l i g h t modif icat ions of the proof of 
Theorem 3 we get 
Theorem 4 . Let X, Y be Banach spaces , Y* have the proper ty 
C*) with r e spec t to ^ P ^ - - . Let f be a €T(XfX*) - & (Y,Y*)-con-
t inuous mapping from X to Y such t h a t : 
1) lim /v-(A,,(f,x)) = o for a l l xe X, 
2) Pi<Y*)<= sp-Cf(u) + f (v) - 2fC ^ ) : u , v £ X l # for a l l 
1 6 1 . 
Then f i s gener ic F r d e h e t - d i f f e r e n t i a b l e . 
Corol lary 5. Let X be a Banach space , Y, Z Banach l a t t i -
ces , l e t f be a continuous convex mapping from X in to Y, which 
i s tf(X,X*) - €f(Y,Y*)-continuous; K a l i nea r p o s i t i v e compact 
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mapping from Y to Z. Then g = K © f is generic Fr£chet-diffe-
rentiable. 
3« Generic differentiability of Hammerstein operators. In 
this section we shall consider the differentiability of Hammer-
stein operators. 
Theorem 5. Let K(t,s)€ Lp(tO,Ux C 0,13 ) (K( t ,s) e 
€ C(C0,1.3;* C 0,13 ) resp.), 1-^k <* co , g(t,s) be a function de-
fined on RxCO,l3 satisfying the Carathe^dory condition and such 
that 
1) g(»fs) is convex continuous for a.e. seC0,lJ, 
2) lg(t,s)|£ a I tlkq * b(s) for all teR, and a.e. s <s 
e Co,13, where l^q ± oo , p"1 • q""1 = 1, a£0, b(s)e L q(C0,U). 
Then the Hammerstein operator H(u)(t) = L K(t,s)g(u(s),9)ds is 
generic Fr4chet-differentiable on L (C0,13). 
Proof. Let K (t,a), K~(t,a) be the po3itive and negative 
part of K(t,a) respectively. Then K*,K"e Lp(£0,1-3* C 0,13) 
(€ CC£0,l3x£0,lJ) resp.). Put K-JuMt) = f0 K*(t,s)u(s)d9, 
K2(u)(t) = / K~(t,3)u(3)ds for all u€L
q. Then Kl$ 1^ are li-
near positive compact operators from Lq to Lp (to C(C0,1.3) 
resp.). We know that the Nemycki operator N(u)(s) = g(u(s),s) 
is a continuous operator from L to Lq when g satisfies the 
condition 2) (see 1241) and it is convex when g satisfies the 
condition 1). Hence the operators H-̂  -s K-̂ o N, H2. = K2 ° N are 
generic Fr^chet-differentiable on L by Corollary 3» Therefo-
re the Hammerstein operator H = H^ - H2 is generic Fr^chet-
differentiable on L , which concludes the proof. 
We know that C(t0,l3) ia a separable Banach space and the-
refore C(t0,l3) is a weak Aaplund space. Then we get 
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Theorem 6. Let K(t , s ) e L p ( [0 ,13x L o , l l ) , l ^ p - ^ co , 
g ( t , s ) be a continuous function on Rx EO,l3 and l e t g ( . , s ) be 
a convex function on R for a l l s c l . 0 , 1 . ] . Then the Hammerstein 
operator H(u)(t) » f K ( t , s ) g ( u ( s ) , s ) d s acting from C(Co,U> 
t o I*P(C0,l3) i s generic Gateaux d i f f e r e n t i a t e on C ( f O , l l ) . 
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